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Third-order nonlinearities in silicon at telecom wavelengths
M. Dinu,a) F. Quochi, and H. Garcia
Bell Laboratories, Lucent Technologies, 101 Crawfords Corner Road, Holmdel, New Jersey 07733

~Received 10 June 2002; accepted 7 March 2003!

The two-photon absorption coefficient and Kerr coefficient of bulk crystalline silicon are determined
near the telecommunication wavelengths of 1.3 and 1.55mm using femtosecond pulses and a
balanced Z-scan technique. A phase shift sensitivity of the order of 1 mrad is achieved, enabling the
accurate measurement of third-order nonlinear coefficients at fluences smaller than 100mJ/cm2.
From the two-photon absorption coefficient~b;0.8 cm/GW! and the Kerr coefficient (n2;4
310214 cm2/W) at a wavelengthl51.54mm, a valueF;0.35 for the nonlinear figure of merit for
all-optical switching is determined. ©2003 American Institute of Physics.
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In current optical networks, an increasing variety of o
tical waveguide devices implement functions such as mo
lation, wavelength multiplexing and demultiplexing,
wavelength add-drop, at ever higher data rates and op
intensities. While the nonlinear optical properties of the m
terials will ultimately limit the performance of passive~lin-
ear! optical devices, in the context of future applicatio
such as all-optical switching, all-optical regeneration, or o
tical gating, it is desirable to use materials with large
trafast nonlinearities. Distinguishing between the real~re-
fractive! and the imaginary~absorptive! part of the third-
order nonlinear coefficientx (3) may be important dependin
on the type of all-optical function to be implemented. Sing
beam measurement techniques such as the Z-scan1 technique
and spectrally resolved pump-probe measurements2 have
been used to determine and distinguish between the rea
imaginary parts of the nonlinear susceptibility. While spe
trally resolved pump-probe measurements benefit from
tremely high sensitivity2 and are insensitive to structura
sample inhomogeneities, the Z-scan technique is a sim
and robust single beam measurement which enables d
and accurate determination of nonlinear coefficients. Va
tions of the Z-scan technique have been used to determ
small linear absorption coefficients by measuring therm
lensing effects due to an intense laser beam.3 Linear optical
effects may therefore limit the sensitivity floor of the Z-sc
technique when measuring weak nonlinearities which req
the use of high power beams or high energy per pulse; in
case thermal effects, free carrier nonlinearities, or even
facts in the Z-scan trace due to sample structu
inhomogeneities4 can obscure or mimic contributions from
material nonlinearities.

In this letter we report Z-scan measurements of the tw
photon absorption coefficientb and the Kerr coefficientn2 in
bulk samples of silicon at telecom wavelengths, where li
data on the nonlinear optical coefficients of silicon a
available,5 in spite of the appeal of silicon as a material f
optical integrated devices,6 stemming from its small absorp
tion and the widespread use and maturity of silicon proce
ing techniques.

a!Electronic mail: mdinu@lucent.com
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In the Z-scan technique~Fig. 1!, a sample of thicknessL
is translated through the focus of a beam with a Gauss
spatial profile, and the transmission through an aperture
hind the sample is measured as a function of the longitud
coordinatez. In the case of open aperture Z-scan~aperture
transmissionS51), and for pulses with Gaussian tempor
dependence, the total time-integrated transmission is rel
to the peak on-axis intensityI 0 by

Top~z!512
1

2&

b I 0L

11x2 , ~1!

wherex5z/z0 , the confocal parameter isz05kw2, with k
52p/l the free space wave vector, andw is the (1/e) in-
tensity beam waist. In closed aperture (S,1) Z-scan, due to
the nonlinear focusing of the beam, the transmission thro
the aperture displays a characteristic peak-valley sha
which under the approximation of small refractive and a
sorption changes depends on the coordinatez as7,8

Tcl~z!>11
4x ^DF0&

~11x2!~91x2!
2

bI 0L

2&

~32x2!

~11x2!~91x2!
.

~2!

The time-averaged peak on-axis phase change^DF0& ~at the
center of the Gaussian beam profile! is a function of the
nonlinear refractive coefficientn2 and of the aperture trans
missionS and can be approximated as

^DF0&>
1

&
~12S!0.25kLn2I 0 . ~3!

FIG. 1. Schematic of balanced Z-scan experimental setup.
4 © 2003 American Institute of Physics
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/aplo/aplcr.jsp
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In the case of small nonlinear phase shifts (^DF0&
!p), the peak-to-valley transmission change in a Z-sc
trace for purely refractive nonlinearities is1 DTp2v
>0.406̂ DF0&. Thus, both the magnitude and sign of t
real and imaginary part of the third-order nonlinearity can
determined directly from the Z-scan traces. Quantitativ
accurate results require the knowledge of the peak inten
at the focus, which is calibrated using the measured fo
spot size and can also be determined from the confocal
rameter.

The sensitivity of the single-beam Z-scan is typica
limited by laser source noise~with intensity fluctuations typi-
cally of order 1022) and, because the sample is transla
through the focus of the beam, by scatter from sample in
mogeneities. In order to reduce the measurement noise
below the fluctuations of the laser source, we employ b
anced detection9 using a balanced Nirvana 1607 photodete
tor followed by lock-in amplification. Ultrashort pulses from
either a commercial fiber mode-locked laser (l51.54mm,
pulse width tp5220 fs, 10 MHz repetition rate! or from a
tunable optical parametric oscillator~OPO! pumped by a
mode-locked Ti:sapphire laser (l51.27mm or l
51.54mm, pulse widthtp5130 fs, and 76 MHz repetition
rate! were focused on the samples using a lens with fo
length f 575 mm. The pulse fluence is determined using
measured Gaussian beam waist; the shapes of the Z-
traces from Eqs.~1! and~2! provide a consistency check fo
the beam waist value. Fresnel losses on the front sam
surface are taken into account when determining the in
sity inside the sample. The use of ultrashort pulse sou
with low (,1 nJ) energy per pulse minimizes therm
effects4 and free carrier generation.10 We characterized the
pulses via two-photon autocorrelation in a silicon avalan
photodiode, and estimated the pulse durations either by
suming a sech2 pulse shape in the case of the OPO or
retrieving the temporal profile from the autocorrelation v
sus delay in the case of the fiber laser. For well-beha
pulses this procedure yields fairly accurate pulse sha
leading to deviations from the actual pulse only in the win
of the pulse.11,12 The non-Gaussian pulse shape was ta
into account~where applicable! by replacing the& factor in
the denominator of Eqs.~1! and ~2! with the appropriate
temporal integral. The estimated errors on the nonlinear
efficients are therefore due mainly to uncertainties in
pulse peak intensity originating from uncertainties in the
trieved pulse shape and duration.

For all measurements, Z-scans were taken at low in
sity and subtracted from the high-intensity scans in orde
account for inhomogeneities in the sample.1 This ensures a
detectable change in transmissionDT,1023 for both the
open and the closed aperture scans, comparable to the s
tivity offered by the occultation or EZ-scan method.13 Z-scan
measurements were performed at several incident intens
on two bulk silicon samples, with sample thicknessL
5480mm, resistivity (n andp type! r;10V cm, and crys-
tallographic orientations along the^110& or ^111& directions.
Figure 2 shows typical open and closed aperture Z-s
traces for the Sî110& sample; the normalized closed apertu
traceTcl(z)/Top(z) is shown in Fig. 2~c!. Maximum changes
in transmission of less than 1% are observed with go
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signal-to-noise ratio. The noise on the Z-scan traces is
than 6% and is due principally to the surface inhomoge
ities of the samples. The nonlinear absorption term acce
ates the minimum and depresses the maximum in the clo
aperture Z-scan trace in Fig. 2~b! as compared to the purel
refractive case, where the trace is antisymmetric with resp
to the focal plane. The normalized closed aperture trac
typically well approximated by the pure refractive term
Eq. ~2!.

At the fluences used in these experiments, on the o
of 100mJ/cm2, the contributions from free carriers and the
mal effects to the nonlinear refractive index we
estimated10,14 to be less than 10217 and 10216 cm2/W, re-
spectively. At higher fluences, the free carrier contribution
the nonlinear refractive index can become comparable
magnitude to the ultrafast~electronic! nonlinearity,15 and its
sign may also vary with wavelength, leading to either
underestimate or overestimate of the Kerr coefficient
pending on wavelength and pulse fluence. To further excl
free carrier effects, in time-resolved pump-probe measu
ments the differential transmission signal is verified to
practically instantaneous, limited only by the duration of t
femtosecond laser pulses, and the magnitude of the t
photon absorption peak is consistent with the values of
two-photon absorption coefficient extracted from the tim
integrated Z-scan measurements.

The two-photon absorptionb and Kerr coefficientn2 can
be determined directly from the open aperture and clo
aperture transmission changesDT andDTp2v , or from the-
oretical fits such as those shown in Fig. 2. The results
summarized in Table I for the two silicon substrates. F
comparison, we also determinedn2 andb for a GaAs sample
at the two wavelengths, leading to results comparable
those reported in the literature.10,16 The errors on the mea
sured values are estimated to be615%, determined mainly

FIG. 2. Transmission vs positionz of ^110& silicon for ~a! open aperture and
~b! closed aperture (S50.40) Z-scans for an incident peak intensityI 0

50.7 GW/cm2. The normalized transmission of the closed aperture trac
shown in~c!. The dots are experimental points and the lines are fits to
data yieldingb50.79 cm/GW andn254.5310214 cm2/W.
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/aplo/aplcr.jsp
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TABLE I. Measured two-photon absorption and Kerr coefficients for silicon and gallium arsenide. The re
errors are estimated as615%.

Material

l51.54mm l51.27mm

n2(cm2/W) b ~cm/GW! F n2 (cm2/W) b ~cm/GW! F

Si ^110& 0.45310213 0.79 0.37 0.26310213 0.74 0.28
Si ^111& 0.43310213 0.88 0.32 ¯ ¯ ¯

GaAs 1.59310213 10.2 0.10 20.79310213 15.1 0.04
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by uncertainties in the pulse shapes. Within experimenta
ror, the nonlinear coefficients of silicon are independent
the crystal orientation and only weakly dependent on wa
length. The two-photon transition in an indirect gap mate
such as silicon can be presumed to be phonon media
Unlike the class of direct band gap zinc blende semicond
tors, where theoretical estimates and scaling rules for t
photon absorption and Kerr refraction are available,17,18 no
theoretical determination or scaling rules exist for phon
mediated multiphoton absorption and for the dispersion
the associated nonlinear refraction.

Figure 3 shows the changes in transmission due to n
linear absorptionDT and refractionDTp2v plotted against
incident power for the two silicon samples. A linear depe
dence is evident in the plots, with the correct scaling
two-photon absorption. From the measured values for t
photon absorption and nonlinear refraction, we can ext
the nonlinear figure of meritF5n2 /(bl). In all-optical de-
vices relying on optical nonlinearities, such as nonlinear
rectional couplers, a figure of meritF.2 is required.19 The
figure of merit can be calculated directly from the ratio
transmission changes in the Z-scan traces forS50.40

F>
DTp2vuclosed

4.489DTuopen
. ~4!

It is worth noting that this expression is insensitive to t
exact temporal profile of the laser pulses, which is norm
ized out of the ratio. Values for the figure of meritF are
listed in Table I. While the values for GaAs are consiste
with previous results,10 in the case of silicon we extract

FIG. 3. Peak transmission change vs average incident power for open
ture Z scan~a! and peak-to-valley transmission for closed aperture Z-s
for ^110& and ^100& silicon at 1.54mm. The solid lines are fits to a linea
dependence, as would be expected for a third-order nonlinearity.
ay 2003 to 192.84.153.250. Redistribution subject to A
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figure of merit smaller by a factor of;3 compared with the
only previously published data.5 The value of the nonlinea
figure of merit is an important parameter for all-optic
switching devices, where nonlinear absorption leads not o
to a decrease in throughput, but also to a dramatic increas
switching power and to a degradation of the cross-talk a
extinction ratio.19

In conclusion, we determined the third-order absorpt
and refractive nonlinearities of silicon at the wavelengths
1.27 and 1.54mm in low-fluence Z-scan measurements, u
der conditions where thermal and free-carrier contributio
to the nonlinear refraction and absorption are negligible. T
nonlinear coefficients and the nonlinear figure of merit a
important material parameters both for the design of pas
silicon optical waveguide devices and for the potential
silicon as a nonlinear material for all-optical processing a
switching.

The authors thank F. H. Baumann and J. Perna for h
with the preparation of the samples and acknowledge us
discussions with G. D. Boyd.
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